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Abstract

Relevance feedback has been shown to be a very effec-
tive tool for enhancing retrieval results in text retrieval.
In content-based image retrieval it is more and more fre-
quently used and very good results have been obtained.
However, too much negative feedback may destroy a query
as good features get negative weightings.

This paper compares a variety of strategies for positive
and negative feedback. The performance evaluation of feed-
back algorithms is a hard problem. To solve this, we ob-
tain judgments from several users and employ an automated
feedback scheme. We can then evaluate different techniques
using the same judgments. Using automated feedback, the
ability of a system to adapt to the user’s needs can be mea-
sured very effectively. Our study highlights the utility of
negative feedback, especially over several feedback steps.

1. Introduction

Relevance feedback (RF) has shown to be extremely use-
ful in text retrieval (TR) applications [7], and is now be-
ing applied in some content-based image retrieval systems
(CBIRSs) [5, 9]. Since human perception of image similar-
ity is both subjective and task-dependent [10, 1], we believe
RF to be an essential component of a CBIRS. By augment-
ing the query with features from relevant and non-relevant
retrieved images, a query can be produced which better rep-
resents the user’s information need.

Performance evaluation is a difficult problem in content-
based image retrieval, largely due to the subjectivity and
task-dependence issues mentioned above. For these rea-
sons evaluationmustinvolve experiments withseveralreal
users. Examples of such studies exist but much published
work contains little or no quantitative performance evalua-
tion. The CBIR community still lacks a commonly accepted
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database of images, queries and relevance judgments, such
as the TREC databases used in TR.

The evaluation of retrieval performance has been thor-
oughly studied in the TR community [6]. One of the most
common measures, thePrecision vs. Recall (PR) graph
[6, 11], is now increasingly used in CBIR [8, 9]. In this
paper, performance results are presented in the form of PR-
graphs averaged over several users and several queries.

To evaluate the interactive performance of a system and
the effectiveness of RF, new measures need to developed.
These can be based on relevance judgments by real users
and automated feedback to evaluate the ability of a system
to adapt to the user’s needs.

2. Related work

In TR, RF was introduced as early as the late 60’s (e.g.
in the SMART system), and was shown to improve results
significantly. It was shown later that the use of negative
feedback could enhance performance strongly. However,
too much negative feedback can “destroy” a query. Conse-
quently, it was proposed that the positive and negative com-
ponents be weighted separately [4] (seex4.1.4.).

The use of RF in CBIR is more recent, and fewer feed-
back strategies have been investigated, especially for nega-
tive feedback. Huang and Mehrotra propose several levels
of feedback and get better results than before feedback [5].
In PicHunter , Bayesian feedback is used to present the
user with choices which maximise information gain when
searching for a given target. It is often stated that the sys-
tems perform better after feedback, but quantitative mea-
surements are seldom done.

3. TheViper system

The Viper system, inspired by TR systems, uses a very
large number of simple features1. The present version em-

1Visual Information Processing for Enhanced Retrieval. Web page:
http://cuiwww.unige.ch/˜viper/



ploys both local and global image color and spatial fre-
quency features, extracted at several scales, and their fre-
quency statistics in both the image and the whole collection.
The intention is to make available to the system low-level
features which correspond (roughly) to those present in the
human vision system.

More than 80000 features are available to the system.
Each image hasO(103) such features, the mapping from
features to images being stored in an inverted file. The
use of such a data structure, in conjunction with the feature
weighting scheme, means that textual features are treated in
exactly the same way as visual ones. Further details about
the architecture of theViper system can be found in [9].

We use 2500 diverse images supplied by T´elévision Su-
isse Romande. In the experiment, 3 users gave judgments
for 14 query images. The users chose different and varying
numbers of relevant images for each query. These experi-
ments are described in detail in [3].

4. Feedback strategies

The two main strategies for RF are either (1) to make
separate queries for each feedback image and merge the
query results or (2) to create a “pseudo-image” from the
feedback images and execute a query with this image.Viper
uses the second method by combining the features from the
feedback images and normalizing their frequencies.

4.1. Automated feedback

Automated RF can be applied once user judgments for
an image collection exist. Thus a reproducible RF for ev-
ery user can be simulated based upon the judgments and
the initial query results of a system. Via this technique, the
flexibility of a system with respect to users’ needs can be
measured,e.g.by feeding back the images the user judged
as relevant and which were returned in the topn = 20 of a
query result. This technique can be used to compare differ-
ent feedback strategies or to enhance user queries by auto-
matically creating negative feedback.

4.1.1. Only positive feedback

Positive feedback is limited to preselected images and
weights the features of these images more strongly. As all
high ranked returned images have many features in com-
mon, the non-relevant images may also be ranked highly in
the next step. For this feedback, we select as relevant all the
images from the initial query result which the user judged
to be relevant. We chose images for feedback from the first
20 highest ranked response images, which is a reasonable
number to display on screen simultaneously. 50 is regarded
as the maximum number of images a user might normally
browse, and 100 is used to show the improvements.
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Figure 1. Effect of positive feedback.

The improvement in performance using RF is quite large
as can be seen in Figure 1. When using only feedback from
the first 20 result images, the PR-graph is improved by 20%
in some areas. Using 50 images for RF gives an additional
improvement of about 10% in most regions. The use of
100 images improves only some parts of the graph by an
additional 5%. Some of the improvement comes only from
relevant images being ranked higher in the topn and not
from returning new relevant images.

4.1.2. Positive and negative feedback

Negative feedback can improve the query result greatly, but
it is important to use the right images as negative feedback
so as not to inhibit any important features. Many systems
have problems with too much negative feedback. Based on
these facts, we apply a variety of methods for automatic
selection of negative RF. Positive images from the top 20
returned were still all selected as positive feedback. As neg-
ative feedback, we chose the first two and the last two non-
relevant answer images. Since they influence different parts
of the PR-graph we also combine the two strategies.

We can see in Figure 2 that returning the first two im-
ages as negative feedback improves the beginning of the
PR-graph by 4 to 5%; using the last two improves the mid-
dle of the PR-graph by up to 7%. The combination of both
improves all parts of the graph by up to 9%. This shows
that different negative feedback images improve different
parts of the graph significantly by removing different areas
of feature space from the query.

With this knowledge, a query from a user who only uses
positive feedback can be improved by automatically supply-
ing non-selected images as negative feedback.
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Figure 2. Different negative feedback images.

4.1.3. Different feedback weightings

As we know that different negative feedback images can
improve different parts of the PR-graph but also decrease
performance when used in excess. We minimize the latter
effect by weighting the images with a factor other than�1,
we can feed back all neutral images as negative RF.
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Figure 3. Various feedback weightings.

In Figure 3, we can see that the value of�0:2 yields the
best curve in most areas, only in the end the curve with�0:3
is better but these last parts of a PR-graph are not as impor-
tant since they only give information about images which
are not shown to the user. The�0:3 curve is sometimes
even worse than the curve with only positive feedback. The
value of�0:2 creates improvements of up to 7 or 8%. Using
higher weightings does not bring any further improvements.

A good idea might be to create negative feedback auto-
matically with a low weighting when the user does not use
any or enough negative feedback.

4.1.4. Separately weighted feedback

Problems due to too much negative feedback in TR were ad-
dressed by Rocchio in the 60s [4]. Following this work, our
system weights the features of positive and negative query
images separately according to Equation 1,

Q =
�

n1

n1X

i=1

Ri �
�

n2

n2X

i=1

Si; (1)

whereQ is the set of weighted features making up the query,
n1 andn2 are the numbers of positive and negative images
in the respectively,Ri andSi are the (possibly weighted)
features in the postive and negative images, and� and� de-
termine the relative weightings of the positive and negative
components of the query. We use� = 0:65 and� = 0:35.
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Figure 4. RF with modified Rocchio algorithm.

This technique significantly improves the query results
(up to 9%). This is better than the other methods for positive
and negative feedback. Clearly, we still need to test whether
the weightings of 0.65 and 0.35 are as good for CBIR as
they proved to be for TR, but we already made the result
more or less independent from the number of positive and
negative feedback images. Using this method with a larger
number of result images (e.g.50 as inx4.1.1.) improves the
results even more.

4.1.5. Several steps of feedback

To measure the interactive performance of a system, we
need to consider more than one step of RF since browsing
is a crucial task for CBIR [2]. We thus made experiments
with several steps of RF.

Figure 5 shows the results using two steps of only pos-
itive feedback. The major improvement occurs at the first
feedback step (20%). For the second step, it is rather small
(2 to 3%). The improvement with positive and negative
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Figure 5. Several feedback steps.

feedback is remarkable for the first four steps where the re-
sults continuously get better. The first step already shows
an improvement of about 25% and the second step an addi-
tional 10%. In the third step the result improves by about
10% in the beginning and by 8% in the middle parts. The
gain for the fourth is 5% in the middle and as well in the end.
This improvement in the end means that images which were
far away from the initial query have been moved closer.

These results show the great importance of negative RF
for the browsing process. The effect of positive feedback
almost disappears after only one or two steps so the possi-
bility to move in feature space is limited. Negative feedback
offers many more options to move in feature space and find
target images. Even hard queries are continuously improved
at each feedback step. This flexibility to navigate in feature
space is perhaps the most important aspect of a CBIRS.

5. Conclusions

In this article we show the influence of various RF strate-
gies on the query result. RF always improves the re-
sults. However, too much negative feedback can destroy the
query. This can be avoided by using Rocchio’s technique
of separately weighting positive and negative features. We
showed that several steps of positive and negative feedback
increasingly enhance the query results, thus allowing navi-
gation within the database. Using a larger number of images
as a source for feedback improves results, but this potential
is limited by the number of images a user really inspects.

Using a variety of automated RF strategies, we can eval-
uate the flexibility of a CBIRS. It is important that using
several steps of feedback continues to improve the results
so, that feature space can be explored thoroughly. Several
steps of positive and negative RF can form a basis for eval-
uating the interactive performance of a CBIRS.

The good performance of negative RF leads to the idea
of automatically feeding back neutral images as negative if

none are provided by the user. This can help novice users to
get better results.
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